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Three technologies
Countless design options
Individual requirements call for custom solutions. Schlüter-Systems offers its customers 
numerous options to give projects a personal touch. From drainage channels with personal 
engravings to profiles and shelves with custom coatings and individual prints, many of our 
products can be precisely customised to the needs of designers and home owners – not 
just for large scale production, but also in small quantities. Do you have a project with 
special requirements? Your Schlüter sales representative will be pleased to show you 
which options are available.
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DIGITAL PRINTING RAL-COLOURS ENGRAVING

MyDesign by Schlüter-Systems
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DIGITAL PRINTING
As individual as your home
State-of-the-art printing technology is the key to modern tile production and enables, for 
instance, the creation of finishes with a wood or marble appearance. This offers designers 
an opportunity to give their creativity free reign.

Schlüter-Systems took a major step toward blending profiles and tiles when it introduced 
the textured TRENDLINE range. Now we are going even further: Our popular profiles can 
now be matched to the tile or covering design with modern printing technology. This results 
in a perfect integration of the tile and edge protection profile. Customers looking to accen-
tuate the edge protection profile in skirtings or wall areas can even have their favourite designs 
(such as patterns or corporate logos) printed to create a custom appearance. Whichever 
method you choose, the modern printing technology of Schlüter-Systems is always a step 
ahead in covering design with profiles. 

The following pages explain which profiles are available with custom printing and how you 
can order them. The product advisors of our sales service and our Technical Department 
will be pleased to assist you with any questions you may have about MyDesign by Schlüter-
Systems. You can find the respective contact information on our website. You can also 
find all pertinent information, together with an order and calculation tool, on our website at: 
qr.schluter.co.uk/mydesign.aspx

We look forward to helping you with your Schlüter-MyDesign projects.
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MyDesign by Schlüter-Systems DIGITAL PRINTING
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Profiles
Discover new possibilities
Custom profile appearance: MyDesign by Schlüter-Systems Digital Printing offers all the tools you need to easily create your own design 
for Schlüter profiles. From placing a corporate logo to matching the covering design or adding an individual pattern – the choice is 
yours! The following pages include details about the profiles you can select for digital printing. 
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MyDesign by Schlüter-Systems DIGITAL PRINTING

Schlüter®-RONDEC
Schlüter-RONDEC-AC is a symmetrically rounded profile with  
integrated joint spacer for external wall corners and the edges of 
coverings, made of colour coated aluminium.

Schlüter®-JOLLY
Schlüter-JOLLY-AC is a decorative profile made of aluminium to 
finish and protect tiled external wall corners and other tiled edges, 
e.g. tiled skirting. The 90 degree angled finishing leg safeguards 
tiles against mechanical damage.

Schlüter®-QUADEC
Schlüter-QUADEC-AC is a high-quality aluminium finishing  
profile with a right angled visible surface for external corners and 
the edges of tiled coverings. 
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Schlüter®-DILEX-AHK
Schlüter-DILEX-AHK is a cove-shaped aluminium profile for  
internal wall corners, countertops and shelving with tile and 
stone coverings.

Schlüter®-DILEX-AHKA
Schlüter-DILEX-AHKA is a cove-shaped aluminium profile for 
internal wall corners, countertops and shelving with tiled cover-
ings. It is suitable for connecting to existing coverings.

Schlüter®-DESIGNLINE
Schlüter-DESIGNLINE is a border profile for creating attractive 
wall coverings. The range of profiles can be combined with the 
corresponding Schlüter-RONDEC, -QUADEC or -JOLLY profiles 
for external wall corners.
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MyDesign by Schlüter-Systems DIGITAL PRINTING

Schlüter®-RONDEC-STEP
Schlüter-RONDEC-STEP is an edge profile with integrated joint 
spacer for countertops or shelves with tile and stone coverings. 
The upper edge has a rounded look.

Schlüter®-DESIGNBASE
Schlüter-DESIGNBASE is a profile made of high-quality coated 
or anodised aluminium for quickly creating decorative skirtings. 
The profile is simply attached to the wall area with a suitable  
adhesive. Optionally, the profile can be equipped with a sealing 
lip that is available as an accessory to protect the edge joint from 
moisture and to reduce the transmission of impact sound.
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RAL COLOURS
The colour choice is yours
Design your Schlüter products in your favourite colour or in your company’s corporate 
colour. Implement your colour preferences with MyDesign by Schlüter-Systems!

An assortment of Schlüter profiles and the wall storage solution Schlüter-SHELF can now 
be ordered in 190 colours of the RAL Classic chart – with selections including golden 
yellow, emerald green and blue grey. Customise your Schlüter products to your exact 
colour specifications. Whether your project involves a kitchen in corporate design colours, 
a bathroom in your favourite colour or an outdoor area with colourful finishing profiles - the 
choice is yours!

The following pages explain which products are eligible. The product advisors of our sales 
service and our Technical Department will be pleased to assist you with your colour  
selection and can answer any questions you may have about MyDesign. You can also find 
all pertinent information, together with an order and calculation tool, on our website at: 
qr.schluter.co.uk/mydesign.aspx
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MyDesign by Schlüter-Systems RAL COLOURS
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Profiles
Show your colours in edges and skirtings

Schlüter®-QUADEC
Schlüter-QUADEC-AC is a high-quality colour coated aluminium 
finishing profile with a right angled visible surface for external 
corners and the edges of tiled coverings. 

Show your colours in the finishing touches! Colour-coated profiles add an individual touch to edges and skirtings in tile and natural 
stone coverings. Colour features create elegant accents, whether as a blended aesthetic or in deliberate contrasts.
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MyDesign by Schlüter-Systems RAL COLOURS

Schlüter®-RONDEC
Schlüter-RONDEC-AC is a symmetrically rounded profile with  
integrated joint spacer for external wall corners and the edges of 
coverings, made of colour coated aluminium.

Schlüter®-RONDEC-DB
Schlüter-RONDEC-DB is a decorative profile with a symmetrically 
rounded edge for wall and skirting edges.

Schlüter®-JOLLY
Schlüter-JOLLY-AC is a decorative profile made of colour-coated 
aluminium to finish and protect tiled external wall corners and 
other tiled edges, e.g. tiled skirting. The 90 degree angled finish-
ing leg safeguards tiles against mechanical damage.
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Schlüter®-FINEC
Schlüter-FINEC-A is a high-quality finishing profile made of  
coated aluminium for the external edges of tile coverings, mosaics 
or rendered surfaces. The finishing leg of the profile protects 
the covering edges from mechanical damage and creates an  
elegant, slim corner detail.

Schlüter®-FINEC-SQ
Schlüter-FINEC-SQ is a premium finishing profile for the external 
edges of tile coverings. The profile protects the covering edges 
from mechanical damage and creates an elegant, slim square 
corner detail.

Schlüter®-DECO
Schlüter-DECO is a profile with a 6 mm wide visible surface for 
decorative joint design in tile coverings. The profile is also suitable 
for designing floor coverings.
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MyDesign by Schlüter-Systems RAL COLOURS

Schlüter®-DESIGNBASE-SL
Schlüter-DESIGNBASE-SL is a profile made of high-quality  
coated aluminium for quickly creating decorative skirtings. The 
profile is simply attached to the wall area with a suitable adhesive.

Schlüter®-DESIGNLINE
The profile is ideal for holding and fixing glass elements in the 
floor and wall area. The range of profiles can be combined with 
the corresponding Schlüter-RONDEC, -QUADEC or -JOLLY  
profiles for external wall corners.

Schlüter®-DECO-SG
Schlüter-DECO-SG is a decorative profile for joint design in tile 
coverings. It forms either a 12 mm or 15 mm wide shadow gap. 
The profile is ideal for holding and fixing glass elements in the 
floor and wall area.
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Schlüter®-SHELF-W-S1
Schlüter-SHELF-W S1 are rectangular shelves for wall surfaces.  
They are available in the design variants FLORAL, CURVE, 
PURE, SQUARE and WAVE. The trapezoid perforated anchoring 
legs are integrated into the tile assembly during tile installation.

Shelves
A colourful base for your accessories

Schlüter-SHELF is a quick and easy solution to create storage space in tiled wall surfaces. Thanks to the MyDesign by Schlüter-Systems  
range, you can now order the components in your favourite colour. 
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MyDesign by Schlüter-Systems RAL COLOURS

Schlüter®-SHELF-E-S1
Schlüter-SHELF-E-S1 are triangular shelves for installation in 
corners. They are available in the design variants FLORAL, 
CURVE, PURE, SQUARE and WAVE. The shelves can be inte-
grated into the tile assembly during tile installation or retrofitted 
into the joints of tiled walls, using the 2 mm attachment tabs.

Schlüter®-SHELF-E-S2
Schlüter-SHELF-E-S2 are pentagonal shelves for installation 
in corners. They are available in the design variants FLORAL, 
CURVE, PURE, SQUARE and WAVE. The shelves can be inte-
grated into the tile assembly during tile installation or retrofitted 
into the joints of tiled walls, using the 2 mm attachment tabs.

Schlüter®-SHELF-E-S3
Schlüter-SHELF-E-S3 are quadrangular shelves with asymmet-
rical side lengths for installation in corners. They are available 
in the design variants FLORAL, CURVE, PURE, SQUARE and 
WAVE. The shelves can be integrated into the tile assembly  
during tile installation or retrofitted into the joints of tiled walls, 
using the 2 mm attachment tabs. 

Schlüter®-SHELF-N-S1
Schlüter-SHELF-N S1 are rectangular shelves for use in our  
prefabricated Schlüter-KERDI-BOARD niches. They are available  
in the design variants FLORAL, CURVE, PURE, SQUARE and 
WAVE. They are precisely fitted as a shelf into the KERDI-BOARD 
niches during tile installation.
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Balconies and terraces
Individual outdoor design

MyDesign by Schlüter-Systems also offers a broad range of individual design options for outdoor areas. Add a splash of colour with 
one of our many BARA profiles that are eligible for colour coating to create a dependable finishing edge for balcony and terrace  
assemblies.

Schlüter®-BARA-RAK
Schlüter-BARA-RAK is a colour-coated aluminium edge profile 
with a drip lip. It is fitted to the edges of finished sloped screeds 
to form both an edging and a drip edge.
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MyDesign by Schlüter-Systems RAL COLOURS

Schlüter®-BARA-RAKE
Schlüter-BARA-RAKE is an edge profile with a drip edge for  
installation over finished sloped screeds. 

Schlüter®-BARA-RAKEG
Schlüter-BARA-RAKEG is an edge profile with a drip edge for 
installation on finished sloped screeds. The closed outer edges 
give the exterior perimeter of tiled areas a neat appearance.

Schlüter®-BARA-RKK
Schlüter-BARA-RKK is a T shaped finishing profile with a short 
drip edge for installation over finished sloped screeds. The 
closed outer edges give the exterior perimeter of tiled areas a 
neat appearance.
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Schlüter®-BARA-RKKE
Schlüter-BARA-RKKE is a T shaped finishing profile with a short 
drip edge for installation over finished sloped screeds. The  
perforated outer edges give the exterior perimeter of tiled areas 
a neat appearance. 

Schlüter®-BARA-RK
Schlüter-BARA-RK is a T shaped finishing profile. The front  
section features an overhanging drip edge which covers the 
TROBA sub surface drainage layer. 

Schlüter®-BARA-RKB
Schlüter-BARA-RKB is a T shaped finishing profile for coatings. 
The front finishing leg has an overhanging drip edge.
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MyDesign by Schlüter-Systems RAL COLOURS

Schlüter®-BARA-RKL
Schlüter-BARA-RKL is an angled edge profile with drainage 
holes, made of colour coated aluminium. It is especially suited 
for large format pavers, which are either installed loosely over 
gravel/crushed stone or pedestal constructions.
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RAL 1000 Green beige

RAL 3007 Black red

RAL 1005 Honey yellow

RAL 1013 Oyster white

RAL 1018 Zinc yellow

RAL 1024 Ochre yellow RAL 1033 Dahlia yellow

RAL 2003 Pastel orange RAL 2009 Traffic orange

RAL 3001 Signal red

RAL 1002 Sand yellow

RAL 1007 Daffodil yellow

RAL 1015 Light ivory

RAL 1020 Olive yellow

RAL 1027 Curry

RAL 2000 Yellow orange

RAL 2011 Deep orange

RAL 3003 Ruby red

RAL 1001 Beige

RAL 3009 Oxide red

RAL 1006 Maize yellow

RAL 1014 Ivory

RAL 1019 Grey beige

RAL 1034 Pastel yellow RAL 1037 Sun yellow

RAL 2004 Pure orange RAL 2010 Signal orange

RAL 3002 Carmine red

RAL 1003 Signal yellow

RAL 1011 Brown beige

RAL 1016 Sulfur yellow

RAL 1021 Colza yellow

RAL 1028 Melon yellow

RAL 2001 Red orange

RAL 2012 Salmon orange

RAL 3004 Purple red

RAL 1004 Golden yellow

RAL 1012 Lemon yellow

RAL 1017 Saffron yellow

RAL 1023 Traffic yellow

RAL 1032 Broom yellow

RAL 2002 Vermilion

RAL 2008 Bright red orange

RAL 3000 Flame red

RAL 3005 Wine red

The colours shown here are for illustration only – please refer to the RAL CLASSIC chart for the original colours.

RAL colours
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MyDesign by Schlüter-Systems RAL COLOURS

RAL 3014 Antique pink

RAL 3020 Traffic red

RAL 3031 Orient red

RAL 4005 Blue lilac

RAL 4010 Telemagenta

RAL 5004 Black blue

RAL 5010 Gentian blue

RAL 5015 Sky blue

RAL 3011 Brown red

RAL 3016 Coral red

RAL 4002 Red violet

RAL 4007 Purple violet

RAL 5001 Green blue

RAL 5007 Brilliant blue

RAL 5012 Light blue

RAL 5018 Turquoise blue

RAL 3015 Light pink

RAL 3022 Salmon pink

RAL 4001 Red lilac

RAL 4006 Traffic purple

RAL 5000 Violet blue

RAL 5005 Signal blue

RAL 5011 Steel blue

RAL 5017 Traffic blue

RAL 3012 Beige red

RAL 3017 Rose

RAL 4003 Heather violet

RAL 4008 Signal violet

RAL 5002 Ultramarine blue

RAL 5008 Grey blue

RAL 5013 Cobalt blue

RAL 5019 Capri blue

RAL 3013 Tomato red

RAL 3018 Strawberry red

RAL 3027 Raspberry red

RAL 4004 Claret violet

RAL 4009 Pastel violet

RAL 5003 Sapphire blue

RAL 5009 Azure blue

RAL 5014 Pigeon blue

RAL 5020 Ocean blue RAL 5021 Water blue RAL 5023 Distant blueRAL 5022 Night blue RAL 5024 Pastel blue

RAL colours are presented with the kind permission of RAL gGmbH, 53229 Bonn. 25



RAL 6001 Emerald green

RAL 7016 Anthracite grey

RAL 6006 Grey olive

RAL 6011 Reseda green

RAL 6016 Turquoise green

RAL 6021 Pale green

RAL 6027 Light green

RAL 6034 Pastel turquoise

RAL 7004 Signal grey

RAL 7010 Tarpaulin grey

RAL 6003 Olive green

RAL 7022 Umbra grey

RAL 6008 Brown green

RAL 6013 Reed green

RAL 6018 Yellow green

RAL 6024 Traffic green

RAL 6029 Mint green

RAL 7001 Silver grey

RAL 7006 Beige grey

RAL 7012 Basalt grey

RAL 6002 Leaf green

RAL 7021 Black grey

RAL 6007 Bottle green

RAL 6012 Black green

RAL 6017 May green

RAL 6022 Olive drab

RAL 6028 Pine green

RAL 7000 Squirrel grey

RAL 7005 Mouse grey

RAL 7011 Iron grey

RAL 6004 Blue green

RAL 7023 Concrete grey

RAL 6009 Fir green

RAL 6014 Yellow olive

RAL 6019 Pastel green

RAL 6025 Fern green

RAL 6032 Signal green

RAL 7002 Olive grey

RAL 7008 Khaki grey

RAL 7013 Brown grey

RAL 6005 Moss green

RAL 6010 Grass green

RAL 6015 Black olive

RAL 6020 Chrome green

RAL 6026 Opal green

RAL 6033 Mint turquoise

RAL 7003 Moss grey

RAL 7009 Green grey

RAL 7015 Slate grey

RAL 6000 Patina green

The colours shown here are for illustration only – please refer to the RAL CLASSIC chart for the original colours.26



MyDesign by Schlüter-Systems RAL COLOURS

RAL 7026 Granite grey

RAL 7034 Yellow grey

RAL 7039 Quartz grey

RAL 7045 Telegrey 1

RAL 8002 Signal brown

RAL 8011 Nut brown

RAL 8017 Chocolate brown

RAL 8025 Pale brown

RAL 9004 Signal black

RAL 9011 Graphite black

RAL 7031 Blue grey

RAL 7036 Platinum grey

RAL 7042 Traffic grey A

RAL 7047 Telegrey 4

RAL 8004 Copper brown

RAL 8014 Sepia brown

RAL 8022 Black brown

RAL 9001 Cream

RAL 9006 White aluminium

RAL 9017 Traffic black

RAL 7030 Stone grey

RAL 7035 Light grey

RAL 7040 Window grey

RAL 7046 Telegrey 2

RAL 8003 Clay brown

RAL 8012 Red brown

RAL 8019 Grey brown

RAL 8028 Terra brown

RAL 9005 Jet black

RAL 9016 Traffic white

RAL 7032 Pebble grey

RAL 7037 Dusty grey

RAL 7043 Traffic grey B

RAL 8000 Green brown

RAL 8007 Fawn brown

RAL 8015 Chestnut brown

RAL 8023 Orange brown

RAL 9002 Grey white

RAL 9007 Grey aluminium

RAL 9018 Papyrus white

RAL 7033 Cement grey

RAL 7024 Graphite grey

RAL 7038 Agate grey

RAL 7044 Silk grey

RAL 8001 Ochre brown

RAL 8008 Olive brown

RAL 8016 Mahogany brown

RAL 8024 Beige brown

RAL 9003 Signal white

RAL 9010 Pure white

RAL colours are presented with the kind permission of RAL gGmbH, 53229 Bonn. 27



My Schlüter®-KERDI-LINE 
The individual shower experience with a personal touch
As an alternative to colour coatings and prints from the MyDesign by Schlüter-Systems 
programme, engravings are a further option to add a personal touch to Schlüter products.

The company offers modern laser engraving for the stainless steel frames and grates of 
the KERDI-LINE product range. Set design accents with logos, images and text, boost 
your brand identity, or simply bring out a smile to start the day. Hotel chains that want to 
remind guests of their comfortable features in the shower, tradespeople who want to be 
remembered alongside manufacturer brands, or parents who want their children to have 
a friendly start of the day. Whatever your motivation, Schlüter-KERDI-LINE lets you leave 
your mark. 

Discover the possibilities!
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My Schlüter®-KERDI-LINE
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Drainage channels
Branding at the highest level
With My Schlüter-KERDI-LINE, you can add personalised engravings to the grates and frames of our linear drains KERDI-LINE-A/-B/-C. 
The following page explains which products can be ordered with a custom My Schlüter-KERDI-LINE engraving. 

Deep engraving Surface engraving Crosshatch engraving
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My Schlüter®-KERDI-LINE

Schlüter®-KERDI-LINE C FRAMED TILE
Schlüter-KERDI-LINE are profile frames made of brushed,  
polished or colour coated stainless steel with classic grate  
covers that match Schlüter-KERDI-LINE channel bodies. The 
profile frames are seamlessly height adjustable to accommodate 
covering materials in thicknesses from 3 to 25 mm.

Schlüter®-KERDI-LINE A SOLID
Schlüter-KERDI-LINE are profile frames made of brushed,  
polished or colour coated stainless steel with classic grate  
covers that match Schlüter-KERDI-LINE channel bodies. The 
profile frames are seamlessly height adjustable to accommodate 
covering materials in thicknesses from 3 to 25 mm.

Schlüter®-KERDI-LINE B SQUARE
Schlüter-KERDI-LINE are profile frames made of brushed,  
polished or colour coated stainless steel with classic grate  
covers that match Schlüter-KERDI-LINE channel bodies. The 
profile frames are seamlessly height adjustable to accommodate 
covering materials in thicknesses from 3 to 25 mm.
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Schlüter-Systems KG · Schmölestraße 7 · D-58640 Iserlohn
Tel.: +49 2371 971-1261 · Fax: +49 2371 971-1112 · info@schlueter.de · schlueter-systems.com

Schlüter-Systems Ltd · Units 3-6 Bardon 22 Industrial Estate · Bardon Hill · Coalville · Leicestershire · LE67 1TE
Tel.: +44 1530 813396 · Fax: +44 1530 813376 · sales@schluter.co.uk · schluter.co.uk

We will be pleased to assist you!
Individual product guidance as unique  
as your construction project
MyDesign by Schlüter-Systems is a high-end custom design solution for your home. To meet your expectations and our stringent 
quality demands, the products are manufactured in a process that is individually set up for you.

We therefore offer extensive guidance to help you optimally customise your construction project. We will be pleased to assist you 
personally – give us a call or get in touch with your Schlüter sales representative!

You can also find information on our products, price calculation and ordering in our current illustrated price list or on our website at 
schluter.co.uk.
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